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In this first edition of Soundboard since commencing my term of
office as President, perhaps a few words of introduction about
myself may be appropriate.
I am Nottingham born and bred and, whilst a boy chorister,
developed an interest in the organ which led on to lessons with
Kendrick Partington. Indeed it was Kendrick who, during his
Presidential year 1970-1, encouraged me to join the Society as a
junior member. Though opting for a full time career as a Chartered
Accountant, I have, nonetheless, continued to pursue my passion
both for the organ and for church music generally. I have been
Organist and Choirmaster (D.O.M.) of St Michael’s, Bramcote
since the mid- 1980s (which perhaps indicates some degree of
resilience….though whether on the part of myself or the church is
for others to decide!). A particular source of satisfaction
throughout this period has been maintaining and developing a mixed SATB choir, generally including
several youngsters of whom many have continued their musical interest into adulthood.
Clearly, the last year or so has been challenging for everyone and not least for the Society, as events were
initially cancelled and then gradually developed online, with considerable input from Ian Watts, whose
efforts have been greatly appreciated. Thanks go also to my predecessor, Roger Harrison, for his leadership
of the Society during one of its most challenging periods. It is hoped that some of the events cancelled in
2020 can be rescheduled, once conditions permit.
On a positive note, it has been encouraging both to experience and to hear of the widespread appreciation
of organ music played at church services during a period when congregational singing is still not permitted.
Indeed, there is very positive feedback reported regarding the background organ music being played in
cathedrals such as Salisbury, which have opened their doors as vaccination centres over the past few months.
Hopefully we can all build on this interest going forward.
Most of you will have received, by email, a link to a short video promoting the Society, drawing on material
from recent online events and other archive material. I do urge you to take a look and consider forwarding
it, together with the accompanying invitation letter, to as many of your non-member organ contacts as
possible, encouraging them to join us. There has already been a pleasing response to this initiative resulting
in several expressions of interest and also new members, to whom we extend a warm welcome. We look
forward to both their participation in upcoming events and to their contribution to developing the Society
for the future.
At the time of writing there do seem to be a number of positive signs in the easing of restrictions and
cautious optimism towards a slow return to more normal times, which would enable us to recommence
meetings in person. In the meantime, please do support our series of excellent online events, which
continue to attract a good number of participants and from a wider audience than might always be possible
in person. Hopefully we can utilise and develop the best of our experiences with technology in some of
our future events, post-pandemic.
In the meantime, I’m sure that we all look forward to the day when all talk of a new mutation conjures up
only positive thoughts of that much desired Tierce rank!

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
The President and committee are working very hard to maintain a rolling programme of events
through these most trying times – with conspicuous success by all accounts.
There is a hope that we may be able to make an e-visit to Denmark in June. However, developments
here are slow, complicated by the fact that both choirs are currently in hibernation. Denis will update
you as soon as there is more to tell.
It is expected that the AGM will take place in the traditional month of July, but once again (and
hopefully for the last time) by Zoom.
The first post-pandemic live meeting is likely to be a presentation of the Orgelbüchlein by David
Butterworth, at Halam, in September. Some spatial awareness may still be called for, but it will be as
minimally proscriptive as possible, and we look forward enormously to the opportunity of meeting
real people in person. We may even be allowed the odd hug or two (not too odd, please …)
Much attention is being given to further meetings, including those previously planned by Roger for
Cambridge and Malvern, both most eagerly awaited. There is also a fixed date for the annual luncheon,
to be held once again at the Corinthian (Goldsmith Street) on 19 February, 2022, with guest of honour
Adrian Partington.

___________________

Where Love Knows no Bounds

A four-bedroomed terrace house in Cliftonwood, Bristol, has recently been sold for an undisclosed
sum. Amongst other attributes, such as a kitchen, bathroom, front door, etc., it features a pipe organ,
built by one Ronald Baker for his organist wife, Joan, who has lived in the house for 75 years. The
pipework is installed around the staircase and the console is on the landing. Where the wind comes
from must remain a matter of speculation.
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It was on the morning
of my 75th birthday, no
less, that Marie Morehen
rang to inform me that
John had passed away
the previous evening,
25th March. Many folk
would have been saddened and shocked at the
loss of so significant a figure in the nation’s
musical life – a family man, a renowned
practical musician and distinguished academic;
an abundant source of learning, wisdom and
friendship from which so many of us had
benefitted over the years.
I first met John in the Chaplain’s rooms at
King’s College, Cambridge, whence he had
migrated from “that village on the Thames” (as
our other favourite Prof. used to describe it), in
order to further his research. This quickly led to
John’s joining a viol consort assembled by
Philip Brett to accompany my choir at Jesus
College, performing Christ rising again by William
Byrd, for a live Wednesday Choral Evensong. (I
have a suspicion that a recording of this still
exists, pre-dating ironically “The Lost Tapes of
St Mary’s”; I must look into that.) One doesn’t
often come across that beautiful anthem, and I
confess I have not performed it since; I strongly
suspect that Philip Brett might have put it my
way, as he was my supervisor and was also
researching William Byrd for his doctoral thesis.
John’s life and career beyond Cambridge have
been well noted in the press, in eulogies
befitting the greatness of a man who seemed to
have no limits as to what he was able to embrace.
Notwithstanding, a few more personal
reminiscences in the course of this diary may
not go amiss. In academia, he excelled as a
historically aware and meticulous editor. He was
the general editor of the British Academy’s
E.E.C.M. project, and a Trustee of the
prestigious Musica Britannica. He also did
extensive work not only editing but – with the
benefit of more recent research – re-editing
much of the standard Tudor repertoire on
behalf of O.U.P., first brought to light by the
Revd E.H. Fellowes. Indeed, his name will be
found in the vestry cupboards of every church
still fortunate enough to possess a choir.

As an organist, John embraced positions at St
Clement Danes in the Strand, working with
Martindale Sidwell; at Washington D.C. where
he met Marie, and at St George’s Chapel,
Windsor Castle. He also became much in
demand as a solo recitalist, accompanist,
continuo player and conductor. In 1973, John
took up an appointment as Lecturer in the
Music Department at Nottingham University,
being elevated to the Chair of the faculty in
1989. During this time, he also took over the
role of Conductor of the Nottingham Bach
Choir, joining a galaxy of outstanding alumni in
that role, including the profs. Ivor Keys, Robert
Pascall and Denis Arnold and, more recently,
Paul Hale. John’s far-ranging musical interests,
however, extended further – to the ISM
(Incorporated Society of Musicians) of which
he was President in the years 2003-2004; to the
Guild of Church Musicians of which he was a
Fellowship Director from 2002 to 2009; as
member and Past Master of the Worshipful
Company of Musicians; and much else besides.
More locally, John was for many years the
President of the Nottingham Harmonic Society.
He was especially fond of them, and they of
him, and amongst other things he played for
many of their annual Christmas concerts.

John had been a long-time member (albeit in a
largely supportive capacity) of the Nottingham
& District Society of Organists, until I recently
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asked if I may propose him as President Elect.
He seemed visibly shocked but, after a little
thought, gallantly agreed, whereupon I
understand Marie was equally surprised! His
year in office was memorable. There were two
trips out, to London and Oxford, which
included the Grand Temple of the magnificent
Freemasons’ Hall in Great Queen Street,
London, and the oh-so-iconic Frobenius organ
in The Queen’s College, Oxford. We were
delighted to receive Dame Gillian Weir as the
guest of honour at John’s annual luncheon, her
second visit in that capacity. (The first, I recall,
was at my behest, taking place at the nowdemolished Daybrook Masonic Hall. The meal
there was so poor that Gillian took just half of
one piece of turkey slab and left the rest of the
plate untouched; the fayre at her recent visit
fortunately more than made up for that!)
Not least of John’s events was his Presidential
Day, a homely occasion of which the
centrepiece was a presentation of several tapes
of his organ recitals, having been recently dug
up from the depths of his garage (so we were
informed) and duly digitalized. We particularly
enjoyed his performances on the King’s College
organ. It was a mark of his forethought that
these had been recorded and preserved; not
least a timely admonition to this writer who,
although he had twice performed at King’s, had
never given a moment’s thought to preserving
his efforts for posterity.
John’s general social awareness and his marked
sense of right and wrong brought him not
unnaturally to the Nottingham bench, on which
he served for twenty years, latterly as Chairman;
there is far more than meets the eye to being a
magistrate with all the background work and
study, so this was no mean undertaking. John
also had a penchant for pomp and ceremony,
and he was soon drawn to the mysteries of
Freemasonry. Once again, he excelled in this

field as in every other. Having first been
proposed into the Marquis of Titchfield Lodge
in the Province of Nottinghamshire, he
subsequently joined side orders, and indeed
proposed the writer into what is known as Royal
Arch, which is effectively an extension or, if you
like, completion of the basic Craft. In the
course of time, John was appointed Grand
Organist of the United Grand Lodge of
England, a position currently held by Carl
Jackson of Hampton Court Chapel fame.
In semi-retirement - a process which allegedly
commenced in 2002 with his retirement from
Nottingham University but which was never
consummated (!) - John continued to be active
on many fronts, frequently - for example travelling up and down to London, chairing this,
adjudicating that, etc., etc. Whenever anyone
wanted anything special, it seemed they would
turn to John. To some degree, an essential
counter-balance to this frenetic lifestyle must
have been not only his family, but also the lovely
home he and Marie had latterly created for
themselves – a superb conversion which is
Chestnut Barn on the Syerston Hall estate. The
garden is idyllic, tailor-made for those precious
moments of relaxation, and the focal point of
which was surely the extensive pond. Well
stocked with plants and fish, it periodically
serves – as John was at pains to point out – as
home to a brood of moorhens! John’s periodic
invites to morning coffee and croissants and to
lunch – for he was an excellent cook – were a
particular delight, and revealed much of the
warmth of the inner man, something I for one
shall dearly miss.
John is survived by Marie, his two children
Simon and Catherine, and grandchildren Robyn
and Lennon. Thank you, John, for all that you
have given to others in your rich life, not least
to this Society.
David Butterworth

It is delightful to note that the first amateur British concert choir to come completely out of lockdown and
commence normal, full, activity, is the Alderney Voices. Both Alderney, with its population of 2,000, and Sark
moved to stage 3 on 9 March. The choir of St Anne’s Church on Alderney is also included in this. One imagines
the larger Channel islands and also the Isle of Man may not be too far behind.
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Wonders will never cease …
One of the coronavirus casualties has been the 2010 Oberammergau Passion Play which, however, has
been re-scheduled for 2022. It was first performed in 1634 with the expectation of being repeated every
tenth year ending in ‘4’ until 1674. Thenceforth, this was adjusted to 1680 and every tenth year thereafter
(ending in ‘0’). There has been only a handful of ‘adjustments’ since then, the only actual cancellation
being that of 1940. Your editor had the enormous privilege of attending in 2010. As is well-known, the
town lives and breathes the play, especially in performance years. Notwithstanding, it came as a
considerable surprise one morning to see Jesus Christ riding his bicycle down the Hauptstrasse.

___________________

REPORTS
29 January: An e-visit to Flentrop Orgelbouw, hosted by Dirk Koomans
Google Maps tells me that Ashbourne to Zaandam, North West of Amsterdam, is 9 hours 18 minutes
by road. A prime reason for making such a journey would surely be to visit the renowned Flentrop
Orgelbouw, founded there in 1903. Thanks to the ubiquitous Zoom, we were able to accomplish a most
instructing and rewarding live visit to their fascinating premises in a couple of hours on a January
afternoon from the comfort of our armchairs. It was a pleasure to be joined by friends from other
organists’ associations too.
The firm itself needs no introduction, and its highly informative website, www.flentrop.nl, is well worth
a visit. It seems that the founder, H.W. Flentrop, was motivated by the (botched) restoration, in 1901, of
a historic instrument in an Amsterdam church of which he himself was organist. The first new organ
was built in 1915, and encounters with Albert Schweitzer in the early ‘20s helped to set the course,
following the principles of Orgelbewegung, for the succeeding century, a path trodden also notably by von
Beckerath, Frobenius and Marcussen.
That this meeting was possible is due to a recent encounter in
Denmark between David Butterworth and Flentrop’s chief
voicer, Dirk Koomans. In the event, Dirk was our host,
escorting us through the various workshops (accompanied by
his laptop), ending up at his “home base”, the voicing shop. The
obviously well-maintained premises, and highly committed
craftsmen (yes, it was a Sunday afternoon!) conveyed an
immediate impression of good order and strong sense of
purpose. Whilst renowned for use of traditional materials and
techniques (the last non-mechanical action left the works in
1948), there is a strong commitment to environmental
sustainability, alongside CAD technology - and how useful this
must have been in designing the Royal Birmingham
Conservatoire’s new 2-manual in the severely restricted space
available).
Van Covelens organ (1511), Alkmaar,
Embedded into the live Zoom presentation were pre-recorded
restored Flentrop
videos (with some “piped” Sweelinck!) showing pipe metal being
cast on a bed of sand, and Dirk himself voicing a pipe from scratch. It was the voicing process which
perhaps prompted the most interesting answers from Dirk in the live discussions which followed the tour.
His approach to voicing comes across (to me at any rate) as being entirely pragmatic and free of dogma,
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focused purely on the individual pipe’s beauty of sound. (If that involves the occasional nick in a languid
– perhaps a mid-20th century shibboleth in the organ world – let it be!). Dirk is himself a fine organist
and excellent musician – attributes, I would suggest, just as relevant as manual craftsmanship itself.
It was clear from David’s first ‘phone call to me on the subject that this was going to be a very special
event, and we are indebted to him for bringing it to fruition. Ian Watts’s oversight of the technical
arrangements was vital, and the slight issues with audibility were smoothed out by Ian in the subsequent
You Tube videos, available for posterity. We are grateful to Flentrop for allowing it all to happen, and
above all to Dirk for his expertise, hospitality, good humour, patience and, more generally perhaps, for
his enthusiasm for and dedication to the living craft of pipe organ building.
Roger Harrison

16th March Zoom Presentation: The Lost Tapes of St Mary’s, Nottingham
More than forty members and former choristers of St Mary’s, from as far away as New York and Nova
Scotia, joined on Zoom for the much anticipated unveiling of these archive recordings of choral and
organ music presented by David Butterworth.
The original tapes from the mid-1970s to early 1980s, when rediscovered, were found to be in variable
condition and apparently required baking (not to be attempted in the microwave at home!) before being
painstakingly digitalised by former chorister Jeremy Tribbick. It is proposed to release three CDs of the
remastered tracks in the coming months.

St Mary’s Choristers in Germany

Part One: the 1975 recording
The first part of the programme consisted of five works originally recorded in St. Mary’s in 1975, just a
couple of years following the installation of the Marcussen, featuring the choir, David as organ soloist
and choir director and David Baker as accompanist. Each piece was introduced with a profile of the
composer, details of the work itself and some recollections, often entertaining, of the choristers of the
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period. The musical items were accompanied visually with photographs of the composers, organs, venues
and of the choir of the period, with 1970s hair styles and flared trousers being a noticeable feature of
the latter.
First up was a sparkling rendition by David of the Toccata and Fugue in F major by Dietrich
Buxtehude, the immediate clarity and brightness of the upperwork contrasting characteristically well
with the sonority of the pedal reed underpinning the opening bars of the Toccata. For those of us in
Nottingham during the 1970s, it was an instant reminder of the awakening to a new experience of
Bach/Buxtehude et al. when played on a classically voiced mechanical action instrument.
This was followed by the choir in four works ranging from the 17th to 19th centuries, showcasing English
choral music in some of its finest compositions.
Purcell’s Remember not Lord our offences, unaccompanied in five parts, has its challenges regarding
tuning with minor sevenths and diminished fifths abounding. The choir took this in their stride,
combining both a disciplined and rich quality to the singing.
The well-known and much loved six-part Hosanna to the Son of David by Orlando Gibbons had the
bounce and vitality required by both text and music and was introduced, in the tenor, by our own Roger
Harrison (Immediate Past President and former choir member of St. Mary’s). The family connection was
ably continued in the treble solos by Roger’s youngest brother John, together with David Richmond.
I didn’t know All the ends of the world by William Boyce, which was introduced by David as a good
teaching piece for the boys with its simple rhythm and relatively slow tempo. It is a very effective little
work, particularly in the crescendo/diminuendo effects, and one which I will look out for in the future.
The concluding recording of the 1975 collection was the perennial Blessed be the God and Father by
S.S Wesley. With John Harrison again as treble soloist (apparently but a few months before “descending”
into Bass!) this had all the contrasts required by the writing and we were not disappointed in the stunning
entry on “But the word of the Lord…”. The choir was sensitively accompanied by David Baker, with the
Marcussen providing very effective backing for this 19th century classic.
A Question & Answer session rounded off the first half, with David responding to various enquiries
including:
How did you go about recruiting the boys and were they auditioned?.... recruited through as many avenues as
possible, but contact with schools was probably the most effective at that time. Generally all auditioned. (50% of choirmen
came from ex trebles, but those from elsewhere also auditioned).
What was your policy regarding boys’ transition to adult voice.…keep them in the choir if at all possible and
give them jobs to do.
Part Two: the 1980 recording
The second part of the programme comprised extracts from a recording made at a live concert in July
1980 in Sct Catharinae Kirke, Ribe, Denmark, which formed part of the choir’s continental tour that year.
It occurred to me that the Danish audience must either have been very well behaved during the concert
or digitally removed(!) since any cough in the spacious acoustic would have noticeably impacted on the
recording… of which there was not a sound! [Actually, they were very well behaved! – Ed]
The tape had survived in good condition and, coupled with the excellent acoustic of the building, edged
it for me in terms of the quality of sound between the two recordings.
The fine four manual Bruno Christensen organ (1978) is situated in the west gallery. This required the
choir to commence the concert with a capella items at the east end, moving to the west gallery for
accompanied items and organ solos (with David as both organist and conductor) before returning to the
east end for the grand finale.
The first and second works in this session were both by William Byrd. Sing joyfully came over well
with the clarity and ringing tone of the trebles especially impressive, as was the polyphony of other parts
enhanced, as throughout the concert, by the excellent acoustic. The Agnus Dei, from the Five Part
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Mass, provided a contrast to the exuberance of the previous anthem with the varying textures and

intensity of the louder middle section contrasting well with the control and expression of the tranquil
ending.
A move to the west end of the church provided us with a virtuoso performance of Messiaen’s
Transports de joie from L’Ascension (with a couple of bars of the Prière du Christ as an introduction).
This was a real pièce de resistance, particularly as it had been preceded in the concert by the challenging
Messe Solenelle by Langlais in which David was both accompanying and conducting! Both organ and
performer contributed to a brilliant sound with a carefully balanced variety of registration and some
dazzling fingerwork.
To follow the Messiaen was a tall order and required something of complete contrast, which was provided
in the only secular item of the evening, the Three Shakespeare Songs by Vaughan Williams, of which
we heard the first, Full Fathom Five. This set was originally written as test pieces for the Wigan and
District Competitive Music Festival in 1951. With its complex cross rhythms, tonalities and key changes
it is a demanding piece, and the choir responded with a performance of great fluidity, with the recurring
and ethereal “tolling bells” in its many guises being particularly effective.
The final piece proved to be a fitting conclusion to both the concert and our evening’s music. Stanford’s
Coelos Ascendit Hodie for double choir was composed for the choir of Trinity College, Cambridge,
and is perhaps not what one may think of as typical Stanford; unaccompanied, with Latin text and quite
contrapuntal in texture, it has the feel of an earlier period. The choir showed no sign of fatigue at the
end of a demanding concert to produce a sparkling performance.
The final Q & A session included several light-hearted reminiscences by the former choir members
present, including the regular ciphers on the Walker organ, most notably on the 32ft Trombone during a
Civic Service! Mishaps with the three-wheeled piano and explosive crystals on the chancel floor also raised
smiles, particularly amongst the former choristers and, no doubt, recollections of similar events in our
own choir experiences for the rest of us.
David was asked whether he missed running a choir on a regular basis?.... generally not as it is very strenuous,
but of course on occasions, particularly when listening to other choirs.
To what does he attribute the lack of boys in choirs today?....many and varied, including peer pressure, family
structures and competition from many other demanding extra-curricular activities.
How were the continental trips funded?....mainly through the generosity of self-funding parents and choirmen, together
with some donations from individuals and concert receipts.
David was keen to thank the dedication of choristers and their parents who, week by week, had
contributed to the life of the choir in his time at St Mary’s. These tapes were a fitting tribute to the
standards achieved with just one main weekly practice. Thanks were also in order to Martyn Stone (father
of our member Jack) for his preparation of much of the audio/visual aspects of the presentation and to
Ian Watts for hosting the Zoom event and providing technical assistance.
The President, joined by the appreciative audience, then led a prolonged round of virtual applause for
David, not only for an enjoyable evening’s presentation of fine music making, but also for his work with
the choir at St Mary’s over some sixteen years to achieve the high standard of performance clearly
demonstrated in these recordings.
David Hanford

Vergers: These were originally meant to lead processions (and subdue rioters.) Nowadays they also make
strong tea, sweep dust and pencils under the organ pedals – and acquire keys to everything. No verger,
however officious, should ever be crossed. His range of retaliations includes inadequate fuses, wrong hymn
numbers and, in extreme cases, tidying up the choir stalls. GR
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27 April: Organs of Leicestershire by Professor David Gabe
For our latest Zoom meeting, David Gabe gave an entertaining and informative presentation on organs
in Leicestershire, a subject with which, it soon became apparent, he is intimately acquainted, since arriving
in the county more years ago than he cares to remember, via South Wales and Sheffield.
David started with Oliver Cromwell’s puritanical view of organs, a dangerous anti-Christian machine
invented by the scarlet whore (the Pope). Cromwell saw the organ as an accessory to the red robes of
Rome, an expensive extra obstructing God’s word which should be rooted out, so that the attention of
congregations not be diverted or confused by inessentials (i.e. organs & organists; it seems that some
views haven’t changed that much over the centuries). Soldiers could even sell the pipes for beer money.
There are few organs in Leicestershire pre - Restoration, one of which, however, is at Staunton Harold,
dating from 1643. David related how he managed to get permission to play it; he was told there was no
power available, but found the organ attached to a 13 amp power point, along with the organist’s kettle.
Another of the oldest surviving organs in the county is the Snetzler at Swithland dating from 1765. It
has been rebuilt and extended by Taylor and subsequently worked on by both Martin Renshaw and Peter
Collins [leading to some heated contretemps between the two – Ed.].
There has been an organ in Leicester Cathedral since 1660; then an instrument by Snetzler of c1774,
which was subsequently added to by Holdich; and then later rebuilds by Walkers and finally Harrisons.
The Snetzler instrument was the first to have pedals. It is likely, given the state of the roads and lack of
railways, that the organ could have been built in London and then delivered by way of the Grand Union
Canal.
Moving onto Loughborough, David is the Organist of what is now known simply as Loughborough
Baptist Church, so re-named after some re-organization from its original title of Baxter Gate Baptist
Church. Here, the first organ was by Alexander Buckingham, later to be replaced by a new Porritt in
1908. The long-since-demolished Woodgate Baptist Church unusually had an organ from F H Browne
of Deal in Kent; this had been rebuilt by Taylor in 1927.
Loughborough Parish Church has a chequered organ history, having first been equipped with an Ingram
/ Hope Jones which soon became unreliable. In 1968, the organ from Bridgeway Methodist Hall,
Nottingham was installed by Willis at the rear of the nave.
At Trinity Methodist Church, the organ had started life in Leicester, but was moved to Loughborough in
1966 and rebuilt, now including some electronic stops.
There has been a number of organ demises in Loughborough, where pipe organs have been scrapped,
replaced by electronics or made redundant when church buildings closed. There were two major Leicester
organ builders, Stephen Taylor & Joshua Porritt, each setting up in the belief that there were no other
builders in Leicester.
Taylor was originally a joiner who, after a period assembling organs from London, set up his own company.
Some of the Taylor family went on to work in the business or to play organs, including the unusually
named Cardinal Taylor who was an organist and Professor of Music.
Porritt started as an apprentice organ builder in Hull. Porritt ceased trading in the 1950’s and the Taylor
name disappeared in the 1970’s, although the business was carried on by Richard Young of Rugby. More
recently Peter Collins, Cousans Organs and Midland Organ, Hele & Co Ltd. set up business in the county.
Our committee member Chris Gray is the MD of the last-named.
David showed some interesting adverts for Taylor, whose strap line was “the most perfect and substantial
organs in England”, which rather looks like making yourself a hostage to fortune. Porritt’s adverts showed
an unusual address - 64½ London Road, Leicester.
Some of the products of each builder were looked at in more detail - Taylor organs at Wymeswold,
Emmanuel Church Loughborough, St Peter Highfields, Leicester and the De Montfort Hall, Leicester;
Porritt organs at Markfield and Loughborough Baptist Church.
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David then turned to two past luminaries of the Leicester organ scene. The organist of Victoria Rd
Baptist, Dr Ben Burrows specialised in getting people through music exams by correspondence courses,
including a former organist of York Minster. He was also a prolific composer. There was also George
Towers, a director of Ladybird Books, to whom David acted as deputy and whom he eventually succeeded.
When George Towers died, David got some of his compositions published, including the Festival
Postlude on Westminster Abbey (published by Cramer and in print), which was written to conclude a
service broadcast by ITV, and a recording of which was played.
The presentation ended with a Q&A session and thanks were given by our President, David Hanford.
If you have not seen David’s presentation, or wish to see it again, it is well worth watching and is available
on YouTube; search for “Organs in Leicestershire” or use these links:
Part 1 https://youtube/1wgjyAeIF7g
Part 2 https://youtube/cO3zJlUAwws
Denis Littleton

___________________

THE CASTLE GATE STORY - PART TWO
Just before we continue with Part Two, may I correct a typo in Part One, published in our September,
2020, edition? At page 13, sixth line up from the bottom, the move to Grimsby took place between 1866
and 1868.
As we left the story last time, the Franklin family and its business, the Public Benefit Boot Company, were
now well established in Hull, with George and his elder brother William steadily expanding in Prospect
Street. At some stage, the four individual shops had been abandoned in favour of a magnificent bespoke
building – very possibly purpose-built – on the corner of Prospect Street and Albion Street. Since writing
the first episode, I have been able to pin down a real photographic postcard, which I would date at around
1910, featuring the shop on the right.
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We can clearly make out part of the company name
emblazoned on the building. Beyond, we can also
discern what would have been St Andrew’s Presbyterian
Church, which housed (no surprises) a two-manual
Forster & Andrews organ of 1898. Eventually, both
buildings were completely destroyed in the Hull Blitz of
7-8 May 1941. The bomb map of Hull shows a parachute
bomb just across the road on the infirmary and this,
along with incendiaries so numerous that they weren’t
mapped, would have dealt the devastating blow. The site
is now occupied by Hull City Library.
We must now return to the chronology in hand. We know that George’s next child, Horace, was born in
Hull on 15 July 1879, and it was he amongst all the children who turned out to be the musical star of the
family, not least as a professional organist. Very soon after Horace’s birth, the family made a major move
undoubtedly inspired by the continuing expansion of the business – to Derby, no less. The 1881 census
shows them now at 24, 26, 28, London Road, these undoubtedly being shops with living quarters over. It
seems probable that the date of this move was only just before the census date of 3 April … The next
child, William Herbert, whilst recorded as having been baptized in Derby on 20 January 1882, is variously
recorded as having been born in either Derby or Hull. The baptism, incidentally, was held at the ‘Central
Methodist Church’ just up the road from the shop, later to be renamed ‘Queens Hall Methodist Mission’
and now recently converted into the ‘Queens Hall Conference Centre.’ The shop(s) themselves at 24-28
were probably already of an age; certainly by 1911 that whole parade had been replaced by an
unprepossessing building, now housing amongst others a ‘Cash Generator’ (28A) and a ‘Mister Smoke’
(next door.) (Later baptisms were to be at Greenhill Primitive Wesleyan Chapel in St Peter’s Churchyard,
no doubt reflecting George’s appointment as Organist there.) This building still exists, as the ‘DBC
Training Centre’ – albeit without its three-manual 1893 Conacher organ which was broken up. Another
sad tale, albeit common enough, Rodney Tomkins describing the Greenhill instrument in The Organ of
January 1984 as “still in good, original, condition.”
1881 is a year which brings our Public Benefit Boot & Shoe Company even closer to home, to no less
than the Albert Hall buildings, that is to say those that front on to Derby Road and were not destroyed
in the 1906 fire, where the Nottingham branch was opened and managed by George’s uncle, Jabez Harker.
In the 3rd. April census of that year, we find Jabez Harker along with his sister (George’s mother) living
at no. 17, Ayr Street in the parish of All Saints’, Nottingham. It is not clear whether Eunice was just here
on a visit, or whether she was now permanently resident.
Family life in Derby proceeded. We have noted that, on 20 January 1882, William Herbert was baptized.
Later in that year, in the July-September quarter, mother Eunice died; on 3 March, 1883, George and
Elizabeth’s next child was born, named Eunice (no doubt after his recently-deceased mother). In the
summer of 1885, Richard Bernard was born but, as noted in the Derbyshire Advertiser & Journal of 6
November 1885, he died on 3 October, aged only four months. In 1887, Mabel was born, and in either
1886 or 1889 (yet to be clarified), George’s father, Richard, died “suddenly, at Grantham in the branch he
was managing.” Apart from anything else, this remark reminds us of the strong family input that was for
ever to characterize the business.
The newspaper reference to Richard Bernard’s infant death is particularly significant, as it is the first
reference we have to the family’s having left London Road to take up residence at “St Leonard’s House”
(no. 132), Osmaston Road. (Remember the name Bernard for a later instalment.) This house still exists,
albeit brutally converted into seven flats. It is really from this point onwards that we see George really
coming into his own as something of an entrepreneur extraordinaire, not least musically. There is a wellrehearsed story that the Castle Gate organ was originally housed in an extension especially built for the
purpose. I am not sure this is actually the case. It is less well-known that, in fact, George had two separate
organs built for him in Derby, both by J.J. Binns, Castle Gate being the second. The first was built for this
house, no. 132, and it is clear enough to this day that there was an organ-chamber added here.
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The rear abutment tells the tale graphically enough. For a start, there is the obviously different roof-line
(albeit not conclusive in itself.) However, its later addition is effectively confirmed by the use of a differently-sized brick; even more significantly but I’m afraid somewhat unimpressively, this brickwork isn’t
even tied in to the main structure – just abutted to it. Clearly, the ground underneath is stable – and a
good job, too! Note, further, that there are no windows in the side flank, nor any original ones in the rear
– only a small one on the far side which we can’t see in these pictures. The back door is original, having
a contemporary lintel evidently still available at the time of build. This would have been the access door
for tuning and maintenance, for the internal casework would allow of no such facility. On top of all this,
it might be worth mentioning that the rear of the extension is just the right height needed to house the
pedal Violone and its chest! Internally, the ‘upstairs’ (soundboard level!) is now part of Flat no. 1, and the
ground floor area, along with about three metres into what George would undoubtedly have called his
music room, make up the bulk of Flat no. 5. The original ground floor wall between extension and original
was knocked through and now is marked by nothing more than a lath-and-plaster partition – obviously
originally brick - indicating the position of the organ case and console. Looking outside once more to
complete this picture, probably a lean-to construction would have existed to the right of the access door
(where there is now a modern window), housing the blowing equipment. The organ was, incredibly (from
the space point-of-view) entirely pneumatic, so the blowing must have been either electric or – most likely
– hydraulic from the start, Binns already using both means variously from job to job.
The construction of this particular organ is of more than passing interest to the writer. It is Binns’s op.
75; his op. 76 is the instrument on which the writer was weaned at the parish church of St John’s, Burgess
Hill. In particular, the case pipes – both the French mouths and the diapering - are identical. The St John’s
instrument started life – as noted in Binns’s order book – with a “pitch-pine case and plain zinc front”
and a near-contemporary picture features just pierced matchboarding to the nave. But it is known that,
very shortly afterwards, both openings were enhanced with superbly crafted oak cases. So far, the question
must remain open as to whether these are one and the same pipes. As far as the diapering goes, David
Wood does inform me that there existed at least two full-time diaperers at the time, going around the
country with their own standard patterns, so that may be the (disappointing!) answer.
So, here we have it. George’s organ no. 1; a substantial three-manual instrument with a bulky pneumatic
action, built into an unremarkable semi-detached Victorian house with a purpose-built extension.
But there was more to come ….
David Butterworth
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The first and smaller of Franklin’s two Binns organs
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NEWS OF ORGAN BUILDERS
Apologies for being unable to include this column in the January edition. However, it remains largely
relevant, along with just a little updating. Things don’t move that quickly in the organ world!
There seems to be plenty of work around for the big boys at the moment – i.e. for those who are still left
after the Mander tragedy. The ideal job list for a builder is a nice mix of new work and restoration. There
is always something useful to be learnt from dismantling, repairing or comprehensively restoring someone
else’s work, a real chance to see how others do things differently – and possibly better. In January, for
example, you were able to read of the oh-so-complex restoration of Denmark’s largest organ by
Marcussen. Nevertheless, there’s nothing quite like the buzz that comes from creating something from
scratch. Such opportunities don’t drop off the trees every day; but both Harrisons and Nicholsons have
landed impressive new contracts. Harrisons are to build a new organ for the U.S.A., an enormous 4manual of 86 speaking stops, a rarity in this day and age. It is probably safe to assume that the action will
be all-electric. Nicholsons are adding to the small number of modern public school organs of distinction
at Radley College, for whom they are constructing a 3-manual with 53 stops. This follows their successful
instrument which we visited at Dean Close School, Cheltenham. Though definitely a new organ, with
mechanical action to the manuals, the specification suggests that some existing pipework may be
incorporated. I note particularly in the Pedal an Octave Wood 8 ft., one of the most useless and
unpleasant stops known to mankind, and presumably there because it already is. Nevertheless, I am
confident this will be a wonderful instrument, with Nicholsons definitely flying high at the present time.
I wonder whether we shall get to see it being made in the works??
Our continental friends continue to get up to some amazing tricks every now and then. The Swiss firm
of Metzler are renowned for their top-class work, and make no apologies for their near-exclusive
attachment to mechanical actions, only very occasionally straying from that field. Some of you may recall
the inspirational recording by Lionel Rogg of the Kunst der Fuge at the Grossmünster, Zurich, certainly a
highlight in my listening experience. Then, of course, we visited their organ in Trinity College, Cambridge
not so long ago. In a rare diversion into electrics, they have now built a large new four-manual organ into
the old case in the Music Hall at the Stadtcasino, Basel. Aside the Hauptwerk, ‘Orchestral Swell’, Récit
Expressif, a floating Tuba and the Pedal, all on electric action and playable from both the fixed and mobile
console, there is a ‘Winddynamische organ’. This small division comprises: Flauto 8 / Principal 4 /
Quintade 2 2/3 / Terzade 1 3/5 / Windharfe 4. It is only playable from the fixed console as, ironically,
it is this ‘experimental’ division which employs mechanical action as a pre-requisite. Andrea Metzler
explains: “The idea is to have the means to change the sound of a pipe by changing the wind pressure.
For this division, there’s a separate blower, which you can regulate from 0 to 150 mm of wind pressure.
If you press a note and change the wind pressure, you get a huge
variety of sounds, from very low to very high and loud. You can also
change the mechanics so that the valves open just a little, or a lot, and
also have different kinds of attack of the pipes. You can create a huge
number of strange sounds which are very interesting for …
improvisation.” Hmm; could be worth trying during the Communion.
We can read in this issue Roger’s account of our recent Zoom visit to
Flentrop Orgelbouw. The firm is clearly very much in demand at
present, not only on its own account with both new organs and
restorations, but also in view of their outstanding reputation for
historical sensitivity, in co-contract with others. Two such examples
in the UK are in the offing. The first is the total, faithful, restoration
of the Cavaillé-Coll in Manchester Town Hall in conjunction with
Nicholsons (already dismantled). The other is
Peterhouse,
Cambridge (btw renowned for its cuisine!), where the existing Mander
– quite ground-breaking at its time – is being re-configured with two
Cavaillé-Coll Trompette
faces. On the one hand, Flentrop will restore the existing organ to its
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historic pre-Mander state; on the other, Klais of Bonn will create via a separate, independent, console, a
thoroughly ‘modern’ take on, largely, the same organ fit for the extreme demands of an eclectic 21 st.
century choral repertoire. ‘Modern’ in Klais terms could mean anything from this extraordinarily
imaginative and diverse firm.
Confused? You’re not the only one. Well worth watching this space …
More locally, Henry Groves continue to get very much out-and-about, with their two current contracts
being rebuilds for Olton and St Margaret’s, Rochester. Travel restrictions in the London/Kent region had
been somewhat tedious, but they have coped! St Andrew’s, Chesterton is now complete and was used for
the first time for the church’s carol service.

A 32 ft Subbass returns: brains and brawn!

Chris Hind has been busy with a number of small projects, as well as continuing restoration of the
flooded Pedal department at Castle Gate. Restorations are in hand or recently completed at Medbourne
near Uppingham and Wold Newton, Lincs (both Forster & Andrews) and Witham on the Hill (Conacher.)
At St Michael’s, Retford, the folk there have noticed that the Pedal Open on their Father Willis hasn’t
been working for the last twenty years, and Chris is now undertaking the restoration of pipes, chest and
action. About time! Goetze & Gwynn have completed a number of projects in 2020, one of the most
characterful being the design and construction of a brand new German-style chamber organ for Dr
Christopher Kent. It comprises 8’ flute (stopped wood); 4’ flute (also stopped wood); 2’ Principal (open
metal) and a Regal. It is based on a similar instrument which they restored in 2014, and which they think
to have been made in around 1730. G&G, of course, make all their own pipes, wood and metal, much to
their credit.

Lay Clerks: There are many theories about the origin of this term for cathedral choirmen. The title may
bear a relation to the traditional posture of the appellant. It may refer to the one factor common to all his
actions in the choir stalls - a sense of reclining, which no doubt induces a feeling of relaxation. The use of
the archaic form ‘lay’ instead of ‘lie’ has caused confusion. There is no evidence that it could refer to
ovulation. Research reveals no instance of any lay-clerk, not even an alto, of actually laying anything. GR
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Soundboards and Windchests
Many organists know that the pipes in most organs stand on soundboards. They may also know that the
full name for these soundboards is ‘slider soundboards’, comprising a wooden grid, with note valves
(pallets) underneath and the pipes sitting above sliders on top. When a slider is moved so that all its holes
line up with its own rank of pipes, then that stop will sound when a key is depressed, pulling down its
own pallet valve. Here is an image of a simple ‘suspended’ mechanical action to a three-stop slider
soundboard.
You can see how the keys literally hang off the
pallets and are held up purely by the pallet spring. Such actions are found mainly in small Italian, Spanish
and French one-manual organs of all ages. In England we tend to use a
‘balanced’ action, where the key is centrally pivoted and the action starts by
the tail of the key pushing upwards a ‘sticker’, the action being spread out
from key width to soundboard width by a combination of backfalls and a
rollerboard, converting the mechanism from push to pull, ending with
‘trackers’ connecting up with the pull-down wires from the pallets.
You might think that the slider soundboard has prevailed for centuries.
Actually that’s not quite true, for it had some serious competition in earlier
centuries in mainland Europe by a similar looking chest called a ‘spring chest’.
Some spring chests survive and a perusal of several histories of the organ will
reveal photographs and an explanation of their workings. All we need to note
here is that they did not have sliders.
Why did spring chests not have sliders? And why were so many other
windchests devised during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries that also did
not have sliders? There are two key reasons, one of them being that slider (or
spring) chests have an inbuilt inflexibility which mattered not a jot until
Victorian and Edwardian organists and organ-builders wished to borrow individual stops from one
department to another, or extend them to a different pitch. The sort of stop that comes to mind is the
Great Trumpet, which is sometimes useful as a modest solo reed on the Choir organ, or made available
on the Pedal as a 16ft Trombone. Borrowing a Swell 16ft Bourdon or Fagotto to the Pedal is another
example, or extending Pedal ranks up from 16ft to 8ft and 4ft. None of these things can be accomplished
on a slider soundboard because the note action is common to all stops: if the Trumpet were made to play
on the Choir, so would any other Great stops that were drawn with it! Neither can extra ranks of pipes
simply be added to a slider soundboard, however much the organist may desire them.
The only device properly called a soundboard is a slider soundboard; an appellation not only traditional,
but also an expression, we believe, of the resonating help to a chorus of pipes given by them all standing
together over a common wind-chest and a common note-channel with all the pipes of each individual
note being affected in the same way by the opening of their particular pallet. All other boxes of wind
and mechanism on which pipes stand are called chests (including the ancient spring chest, interestingly)
and it is to chests that we will now turn, before eventually considering the second reason why they may
be used instead of slider soundboards.
Pedal stops were the first to be planted on their own chests, arranged at the back and sides of an organ.
Their action was at first mechanical; from about the 1870s some firms developed a simple ‘charge’
pneumatic action whereby pressing a note on the pedal keyboard opened a small valve in a ‘touchbox’
allowing pressurised air to travel within a lead tube connected to a simple pneumatic mechanism in the
pedal chests – usually a small pneumatic motor outside the chest, working a valve to let wind into a larger
pneumatic motor inside, which then pulled down some sort of pallet. That type of chest action is the
basis of what followed: the fitting of slider soundboards with tubular pneumatic action, but that is a story
for another day.
Ingenious organbuilders then began to develop compact, fast-acting pneumatic chests for manual
pipework. Several countries (not all: France, for example, was in general happy to stick with the Barkerlever, a pneumatic device which lightened mechanical action, until electro-pneumatic actions came along)
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were at work on their own designs. In Germany this took the form of the cone-valve chest, the Kegellade.
Here is an illustration of one, lent by John Norman, whom I thank for all the illustrations in this article,
which are taken from his new book, shortly to be published.
The note mechanism for two notes of a three-stop chest is shown here. The stop mechanism is by a
‘ventil’ – allowing pipe wind into the stop chambers (in which the cone-shaped note valves can be seen)
only when the stop is drawn. This mechanism found a very wide usage by the leading German firms of
Walcker and Sauer and is still abundantly in evidence throughout Europe and beyond. In this country it
was made in a cheaper – and less convenient - form by Brindley & Foster. If you play one of their organs,
the likelihood is that you do not have slider soundboards. Can you see the
limitation of such a chest? There is still only one primary action for each
note, so again the stops are indivisibly linked, one to another.
Let us look at another type of chest, developed only a little later by Frank
Roosevelt in the United States. Called (and still known as) the Roosevelt
chest, this is a very simple device consisting of a pneumatic motor with disc
pallet attached, fitted to the side of a windchest and sprung shut. Grooved
down through the rather thick wall of the windchest to a removable
bottomboard, the motor is exhausted by a small electromagnetic valve (a
‘chest magnet’) on the bottomboard and the note sounds. Originally
conceived as a purely pneumatic chest, this device was among the first to be
redeveloped with an electro-pneumatic primary action, because it was so easy to do.
The more complex version shown here has a ‘pitman’ stop action. Observe
the T-shaped object in the middle of the borings. When the stop is off that
blocks the wind to the note action; when the stop is on, the pitman moves
across and allows the note action for that stop to work. This sort of action
is extremely fast, the stop action being as fast as the note action, which made
it popular with Wurlitzer for their theatre organs, which were known for being
more snappy than the UK-made cinema organs of John Compton. Compton
used Roosevelt chests almost exclusively, but without the added pitman action,
the stops being switched through electrical relays of his own ingenious design.
Variants of the Roosevelt chests are very much with us still – most UK firms
came to use them for unit stops, and many still do.
What came next? Well, it was even more simple: the direct electric chest. During World War 2, the British
and American governments commissioned engineering firms to devise all sorts of solenoids, switches,
relays and small-scale, low-voltage electrical components for use in aircraft. I know about this for two
reasons: (1) my father was a skilled fitter on Gladiators, Hurricanes and Spitfires and told me all about
the equipment that he had to maintain and repair; (2) as a schoolboy I would occasionally visit the
engineering works of R. H. Williams in Shirley, Solihull. Mr Williams’s firm was one such outfit that, with
a bottomless pot of government money, developed superb solenoids and other advanced coils for aircraft
use. An American firm doing similar work – with a similar outcome for organ actions – was Wicks. After
the war Mr Williams (and the Wicks firm) used this expertise to develop a range of electrical components
for organs. Williams marketed his under the ‘Stero’ name. These soon became very highly regarded and
were installed by most UK organ-builders – at least, the increasing number of those who did not make
their own electrical components. Walker, Harrison, Nicholson, Hill Norman & Beard organs – all were
full of them, and many still are. The Stero chest magnet, of diecast metal (for example), was a reliable
and cheap item leading to the manufacture of Roosevelt chests with the greatest of ease, along with
excellent electro-pneumatic three-stage underactions for slider soundboards.
The Stero ‘ladder-switch’ – all electric, of course – became used by all those firms and many more for its
stop and coupler switching. Stero also made a lever magnet, in several formats. This is a simple device
where a pivoted armature with a small (variable size) disc pallet on one end is attracted, against a spring,
to the pole of the electromagnet when the note is played. Simple! See the illustration herewith.
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A major firm moving in this direction was Hill, Norman & Beard. They improved on the basic direct
electric system illustrated in the drawing by introducing a large ‘expansion chamber’ for every note. This
helped to eliminate an irritating problem with the basic direct electric
system – the fast action of the lever-magnet makes many pipes cough
or chiff excessively when the note is played, followed by a resonant
‘plop’ radiated by the larger disc pallets being shut smartly by their
springs. An expansion chamber allows the wind to behave somewhat
more as it does in the larger volume of air within a slider soundboard’s
note-channel. In many HNB chests of the 1960s-80s you will see what
looks like rows of large loo-paper rolls with the magnets underneath:
these are the expansion chambers!
So – is there an ideal soundboard / windchest for all situations? Not
really. In a straightforward tracker or basic electro-pneumatic action
organ the slider soundboard will generally be used but here we at last
come to the other reason why they are not totally ubiquitous: put
simply, old soundboards split and warp, leading to stuck sliders, whimpers and runnings – we experience
these all too often. Solid timber moves according to its moisture content, and that varies with the season
and with the type and power of heating within a building. Slider soundboards are costly to make and
costly to restore, though modern ones are made of more inert materials such as marine ply and the upto-date types of MDF (medium density fibreboard). Interestingly, the rather inferior materials of
chipboard and hardboard were used intelligently by firms such as Grant, Degens & Bradbeer in the 1960s
for their slider soundboards, which are turning out to be remarkably stable and resilient. When the 1968
organ at New College Oxford was restored by Goetze & Gwynn, they were astonished that they had to
do virtually no work to the soundboards.
I hope this extended article has been of interest. I would be happy to answer any questions, should readers
care to email me through my website.
Paul Hale
[Better still, write either to the editor or directly to Paul, so that we can see the questions, with answers, in the next issue – Ed]

Sheffield Cathedral
Poor old Sheffield (let us not forget, a near-neighbour of
ours) has become something of a bomb-site, musically
speaking. It was in July of last year that the complete
musical foundation was dismissed by the Dean, Rev.
Peter Bradley, in a quest for “a new model for Anglican
choral life here, with a renewed ambition for engagement
and inclusion.” Within weeks of that announcement,
Dean Bradley dis-engaged and excluded himself from
his post on the grounds of pressure of work.
It seems that all is not a-slumber, however. According to
the website Thinking Anglicans, there is a big plan to put
everything right at least on the pastoral front. Mind you,
the total absence here of any reference to God does
tempt one to wonder whether the old-fashioned practice
of worshipping the Almighty isn’t completely dead and
buried in some places. And, anyway, who is going to pay
for all of this?
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BRIEF NOTES AND NEWS
Regrettably, we note a number of deaths which have saddened us over the past few months.
Michael Worth was, for many years, the Organist of Keyworth Parish Church, and a long-time member
of the N.D.S.O. He was also a staunch supporter of the local branch of the Royal School of Church
Music, in his capacity of committee secretary. Your editor saw him recently, playing at Bunny Parish
Church for the funeral of a friend, at which time he revealed that he was feeling very unwell, having just
been released from hospital following a spell of the Covid-19 virus.
Professor John Morehen also passed away, on 25th March after a short illness. John’s funeral, at which
there could be only twenty attendees, has been described as ‘perfect’. It took place at Elston Parish Church,
which we had visited recently on the occasion of John’s ‘Presidential Day’, on a beautiful sunny afternoon.
In the congregation, the front row of seats was occupied by family, and the second row by musician
friends, all pleasingly members of the N.D.S.O., being your editor, John and Isla Keys and Dr John Whittle,
with Paul Hale and Anne in the choir stalls, operating the CD player. It was also touching to note that
John was in the company of not one, but two, of his successors as organ scholars of New College,
Oxford. This issue’s David’s Diary is taken up with a minimal account of John’s life and career.
Following our loss of Dr Arthur Wills, previously noted, Richard Lloyd, formerly of Durham Cathedral,
has also passed away. Richard was Peter Hurford’s immediate successor as Organ Scholar of Jesus College,
Cambridge, and, like Arthur Wills, he was also a prolific composers of church music. Wills’ Ave verum for
two-part S.S., incidentally, was a particular favourite of the boys’ choir during your editor’s time at Jesus.
Equally prolific, and known not least for a popular congregational setting of the Mass is Richard Shephard,
long-time headmaster of the Minster School, York, who has died at the age of 71. Lucien Nethsingha,
of Exeter Cathedral and formerly St Michael’s College, Tenbury, has died, aged 84, survived as we know
by a hugely successful and musical family.
Catherine Ennis’s death, also previously noted, left an aching void nation-wide. Not least, the I.A.O.
Congress centred on Cologne, which Catherine devised and led, was extraordinarily successful, as
experienced by your editor, Chaplain and secretary amongst others. Catherine was Director of Music of
St Lawrence Jewry, where she was responsible for the installation of the magnificent Klais organ.
St Lawrence Jewry are blessed with a superb replacement for Catherine, in the form of James McVinnie,
one-time Assistant Organist of Westminster Abbey and more recently freelance.
Colin Walsh, well-known to many of us, has now been elected Organist Emeritus of Lincoln Cathedral.
Congratulations are due to Dr Tom Corfield on his appointment as Organist and Choirmaster of St
Anne’s Church, Derby. This is an up-and-coming church in the Anglo-Catholic tradition, led by an
exceptional priest, also recently appointed. Terry Bennett, the avuncular Diocesan Organ Advisor for
Derby, has already made a start on recruiting a choir; it is hoped that the recent acquisition of a GordonReynolds-esque en chamade won’t deter others from joining this worthy cause…
Last, but not least, a hearty, warm, welcome to a bevy of new (and re-newed) members, namely Ascend
Jiang (junior member); Chris Ebbern; Dr Stephen Bullamore; Tony Brown; Thomas Gibson; Kevin
Calladine; Carolyn Simmonds; Robert Taylor, Gregory Treloar, Dorothy Thompson and Elliott Walker..

Arpsichord: The accepted pronunciation of ‘harpsichord’ among vergers, sextons and caretakers. Some
slight criticism is implied. GR
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The new Flentrop organ, after Schnitger, in Birmingham Conservatoire
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